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CHAPTER 9

The field of cardiothoracic donation and transplantation has been subjected to 
many changes over the years: donation criteria have been liberalized, untouched 
donor pools have found their way into clinic and novel (technical) innovations have 
been implemented. The current thesis studied, described and discussed several 
of these developments. In the first part of the thesis, both the implementation 
of DCD lung transplantation (Chapter 2) and that of ex vivo lung perfusion 
(Chapter 3) have been described and evaluated. Input for the two chapters 
has been delivered by analyses of a multicenter cohort and a single center 
cohort, respectively. In the second part of the thesis, the potential of DCD heart 
transplantation was explored. A nationwide multicenter database was studied 
in Chapter 4. That manuscript also briefly touched upon the subjects of heart 
donation following euthanasia and ex situ heart perfusion. For ex situ heart 
perfusion, multiple aspects of perfusion with regards to perfusion temperature 
were overviewed in Chapter 5. Thereafter, a subnormothermic heart perfusion 
strategy was developed and studied in a beating-heart porcine model (Chapter 6). 
Further refinement of the protocol resulted in the setup and start of a prospective 
study with nationwide collaboration on discarded human donor hearts (Chapter 
7). In parallel, the development of a novel left ventricular assessment platform was 
described. Lastly, the potential suitability and ethical aspects of heart donation 
following euthanasia were described in Chapter 8. All mentioned studies added 
to the overall aim of this thesis to explore strategies that improve and enlarge the 
cardiothoracic donor pool.

Clinical experiences with DCD lung transplantation and ex situ lung 
perfusion 
Short-term and mid-term outcome after DCD lung transplantation have been 
comparable to the outcome after DBD lung transplantation in individual 
studies.1–4 These findings have been supported by a meta-analysis.5 For the 
long-term outcome, some concern was raised on the relation between DCD 
lung transplantation and the development of chronic lung allograft dysfunction 
(CLAD).6,7 More bronchial complications have been described in DCD lung donors,8 
which potentially results from the hypoperfusion and warm ischemia in these 
donors.9 Chapter 2 confirmed the comparability of DCD to DBD on both the short- 
and long-term. More specifically, it was shown that CLAD was diagnosed equally in 
DCD and DBD lung recipients. 

Sub-analysis of the lung function after unilateral lung transplantation showed 
differences between DCD and DBD. In general, unilateral lung transplant recipients 
are known to present with lower forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) 
as a percentage of their predicted value (FEV1%).10 This finding was also depicted 
in Chapter 2. The low FEV1% may be explained by the effect of the native non-
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transplanted lung.11 Interestingly, in our study unilateral DCD lung recipients 
showed a significantly lower FEV1% compared to their DBD counterparts. No 
potential confounders that could explain the lower FEV1% in the DCD lung 
recipients were found in sub-analyses. Comparison to other studies is difficult, 
as outcome after unilateral lung transplantation is often merged with that of 
the bilateral population3,4,8 or is not mentioned.12,13 Probably as a consequence 
of the latter, two recent systematic review and meta-analyses did not report on 
lung function.14,15 In bilateral lung transplantation, FEV1% correlated with quality 
of life in a small retrospective cohort.16 In unilateral lung recipients, FEV1% that 
correlation was not found. Although the clinical relevance of the worse lung 
function in unilateral DCD lung transplantation may be uncertain, it would be 
valuable to further explore the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms of a 
lower lung function in the recipients. 

In that same clinical cohort (Chapter 2), 1% of the lungs in the DCD group and 
2% in the DBD group were transplanted after an EVLP procedure. In high-volume 
center the percentage of EVLPs was as high as 24%, of which 16% was performed 
with DCD lungs that were already suitable for transplantation on forehand.17 
The suitability of that 16% was reflected by a high P/F ratio of 415 and the high 
utilization rate of 82%.17 These high numbers of DCD lungs that were subjected 
to EVLP despite good characteristics underline that still no consensus has been 
reached on the comparability of DCD and DBD lungs. The policy of performing EVLP 
for conventional DCD lungs contradicts the words of Bozso and Nagendran: ‘DCD 
is no longer considered marginal or nonacceptable, unless it is a nonacceptable 
DCD donor.’18 This highlights the idea that the indication for EVLP should not be 
dictated by the donor type. 

As mentioned, the main indication that dictates the use of EVLP is a questionable 
quality of the donor lung. Higher primary graft dysfunction (PGD) has been 
reported after transplantation of extended donor lungs (with a P/F ratio <300) 
without EVLP.19 In the transplant community, some initial reluctance existed for 
the usage of these extended donor lungs. However, studies that performed EVLP 
for these lungs, as also shown in Chapter 3, reported equal numbers of PGD, 
comparable lung function and similar survival when compared to the conventional 
lung transplantations (without EVLP). A recent systematic review and meta-
analyses, boosts our and others’ findings by showing similar outcome for both 
conventional lung transplantation and lung transplantation with extended lungs 
subjected to EVLP.20 It clearly depicted the great value of EVLP.

In Chapter 3, we adhered to strict inclusion criteria for EVLP, which could have 
contributed the good outcome in our study. The highly selected donor lungs 
probably enabled a high utilization rate of these lungs. Further liberalization of 
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the indication criteria will increase the number of EVLPs and may reveal additional 
suitable donor lungs. Outcome after transplantation of these “liberalized” EVLP 
lungs, should be subjected to frequent and critical follow-up. One of the new 
indications for EVLP is a solely logistical one.21 In Chapter 3, a prolonged total 
preservation time was already shown in the EVLP group (15.7 hours, compared to 
7.9 hours). The extension of the preservation, paved the way for the incorporation 
of EVLP for logistical reasons. Outcome has been reported to be excellent, 
although it is noteworthy that in 3/16 (19%), it was decided not to transplant the 
lungs since the suitability criteria were not met.22 The loss of 19% could raise the 
question whether EVLPs should be used for donor lung that perfectly suitable at 
first sight, as they would have been transplanted without EVLP. It is a question that 
was also raised for ESHP, since five initially perfectly suitable donor hearts were 
discarded during perfusion.23,24 However, the INSPIRE trial showed the advantage 
of less PGD grade 3 in EVLP of standard good lungs,25 and a randomized controlled 
trial showed no adverse outcome after transplantation with lungs from logistical 
EVLPs.21 With increasing evidence of non-inferiority of subjecting these lungs to 
EVLP, the logistical indication will be much welcomed by the community. 

Pre-clinical experiences with ex situ heart perfusion
Experimental experience with ex situ heart perfusion was gained in Chapter 6 and 
Chapter 8. In Chapter 5, it was already concluded that only a minority of the ex situ 
heart perfusions is performed under subnormothermic conditions in literature, 
although this broad range of temperatures brings theoretical advantages. In 
Chapter 6, it was shown that significant but transient improvement of functional 
outcome was present with machine perfusion within this subnormothermic 
range (21°C). As a proof-of-principle, the perfusion strategy was employed in a 
porcine non-injury model. This model ensured that the hearts were not subjected 
to significant injury prior to preservation. In this beating-heart donation setup, 
static cold storage was expected to be adequate and thus, the static cold storage 
served as a positive control. Secondly, a first step was made to achieve a small but 
relevant prolongation of the preservation period (six hours instead of four hours). 
The comparability and transient superiority of our perfusion strategy compared 
to the positive control were believed to reflect at least an adequate and safe 
alternative for static cold storage. With the pilot experiences and insights gained 
from that porcine model, the study with human discarded donor hearts (Chapter 
7) was designed in the clinically representative setting. The study building on that 
protocol was successfully initiated and inclusions are ongoing. By implementing 
the protocol described in Chapter 7, DCD-V heart donation was established. 
The description of two cases of heart donation following euthanasia (Chapter 8) 
showed that this DCD-V category is highly valuable for research purposes, as the 
DCD-V setting is optimally controlled. Secondly, it was shown that these DCD-V 
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hearts can have sufficient quality for clinical transplantation. To our knowledge, 
this has not been performed in humans before.

With the gained experiences with the ex situ heart perfusion strategy, several 
aspects of the perfusion strategy should be highlighted. In the porcine study 
(Chapter 6) significant weight gain was encountered in the study. It is a frequently 
described drawback of machine perfusion is the occurrence of edema.26,27  Edema 
is related to an increased ventricular stiffness.28 Importantly, it did not result in 
a diminished diastolic function in the machine perfusion group. In contrary, a 
worse diastolic function was seen in the cold storage group, which was seemingly 
independent from the occurrence of edema during normothermic assessment. The 
fact that functional parameters appeared not to be influenced by edema is in line 
with findings in other studies.29,30 Moreover, administration of steroids decreased 
edema but did not improve function,27 which also underlines the potential non-
direct relation between edema and cardiac function ex situ. Nevertheless, the high 
degree of edema warrants future in-depth studies on optimization of perfusion 
strategies and perfusates. Cooper also reported the occurrence of edema, 
which occurred during non-beating hypothermic preservation and gradually 
reversed during follow-up after transplantation.31 It was stated that reversibility 
rather than the occurrence of edema was of importance. The reestablishment 
of contractions might decrease edema by increasing interstitial pressures. We 
also noted that partial decrease in heart weight after the switch from arrest-
heart preservation to normothermic beating-heart evaluation. In situ, however, 
already small increments of myocardial edema are associated with ventricular 
diastolic dysfunction.28 It could be that the accuracy of the function assessment 
technique in vivo is superior, with e.g. conductance catheters in situ compared to 
an intraventricular balloon ex situ. Therefore, further improvements in functional 
assessment techniques are much welcomed.

Left ventricular function assessment is pivotal before to-date discarded donor 
hearts can be considered for transplantation. An important pillar of the study 
described in Chapter 7 consisted of the development of a novel left ventricular 
assessment platform. Assessment of left ventricular pressure has been shown to 
better correlate with post-transplant function, compared to metabolic endpoints.32 
As described in Chapter 5 multiple assessment techniques already exist. A 
balloon is often – also in Chapter 6 – placed in the left ventricle where it only 
enables isovolumetric measurements. An increase of balloon volume increases 
wall tension within the ventricle which might potentially be harmful. Moreover, 
a non-working mode ESHP itself may also induce injury.33 Several setups exist 
that allow pressure-volume loop analyses, with blood flow established through 
the ventricles and ejected into the aorta; the so-called working mode setups. 
In general, and in vivo, pressure-volume loops are generated by means of a 
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conductance catheter. Pressure-volume loop analyses are the gold standard 
for in vivo measurement of functional outcome, as it takes the effect of loading 
conditions of the ventricle into account.34 The applicability of conductance catheter-
based pressure-volume loops has been questioned in the ex situ setting, given its 
unvalidated use in strongly diluted blood and without surrounding tissue.35 Our 
novel platform would enable isolated pressure-volume loop assessment, with 
indirect measurement of volumes without the use of a conductance catheter. 
The assessment module is inserted through the mitral valve, so that coronary 
perfusion and left ventricular assessment are fully segregated from each other. 
It offers independent controllable coronary perfusion. Hence, adjustment to the 
aortic pressure (i.e. increasing or decreasing it up to the needs of the hearts) does 
not affect the afterload for the function assessment. A change in the afterload 
would otherwise affect the pressure-volume curve and its analysis. For functional 
assessment, multiple interwoven software loops have been built in the system 
based on the timing in the cardiac cycle, mimicking each of the four phases of 
the cycle. It is expected that the novel setup will add valuable measures of left 
ventricular function and will be clinically applicable. Aiming at clinical applicability, 
the outcome of Chapter 7 will be awaited and studied. Future studies are then 
warranted to study the predictive ability for post-transplantation functioning.

Not likely to be related to the occurrence of edema, a decline of function in 
the machine perfusion was noticed by the end of the perfusion (Chapter 
6). The cause has not been elucidated. Potential confounding effects of 
differences in myocardial temperature between the groups have been refuted 
in the manuscript. The following does not provide conclusive evidence, but it is 
known from other studies that prolonged normothermic machine perfusion 
initiated function decline.33,36 Normothermic machine perfusion initiated an 
immunological response.33 This finding has many resemblances with the usage 
of cardiopulmonary bypass, where upregulation of inflammatory mediators is 
well known,37 and associated with increased duration of perfusion.38 With that in 
mind, our finding of durationassociated deterioration might imply that limiting the 
length of normothermic perfusion would be conceivable when the sole purpose 
is functional assessment. The predictive value for post-transplant outcome might 
otherwise blur as a result of the response to the perfusion strategy rather than 
being a clear reflection of how well the heart will support circulation. The non-
physiological setting of ESHP and its potential effect on predictive value of markers 
should be kept in mind. 

The optimal ex situ heart perfusion strategy
In general, ex situ perfusion holds great potential for the increment of the donor 
pool. In the DCD donor heart, machine perfusion should replace the static cold 
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storage, as it was shown that static cold storage preserved hearts were not 
able to support circulation.39,40 Secondly, machine perfusion could also improve 
preservation in extended-criteria DBD donor hearts.41 Lastly, machine perfusion 
can relief pressure of time during the preservation of donor hearts. Prolonged 
ischemic preservation time and complex (and therefore prolonged) recipient 
surgery are associated with early mortality.42  Overall, the high potential of ESHP 
may be clear, but the optimal strategy has not been determined. 

An abundance of experimental data is available on different perfusion strategies, 
but many questions remain in terms of optimal preservation of donor hearts. One 
of these questions is the choice of perfusion temperature. A change in temperature 
will probably shift the optimum for an ideal preservation strategy. Hence, a 
change in temperature might require a change in for example the perfusion 
solution or mode of perfusion. In Chapter 5 a comprehensive overview was 
given on the systematically-searched literature. It was noted that different animal 
models, different cardioplegic solutions, different duration of perfusion, different 
perfusion solutions and different evaluation strategies and different outcome 
measures were used. The a priori heterogeneity between the included studies 
was therefore determined to be too great, thus preventing the performance of a 
meta-analysis. A meta-analysis on perfusion temperature would be of significant 
value. Therefore, more uniformity in experimental models should be strived for, 
as it would increase comparability and help determining an optimum. 

In determining that optimum, the physiological effects of change in temperature 
need to be considered. The effects extend further than changes in myocardial 
oxygen consumption. Hypothermia has been historically proven for static cold 
storage. However, hypothermia also induces a phase transition of the membrane 
lipid bilayer to a gel-state, which impairs diffusion of (small) molecules, affects 
the kinetics of bilayer bound enzymes and slows down ATP production.43,44 
Ionic homeostasis may be affected as well.44 Historically, the positive effects of 
hypothermia outweighed the negative effects in the setting of ischemia, but in 
ex situ heart perfusion oxygen will be delivered. Therefore, since ischemia is 
taken out of the equation, the positive effects of a specific temperature should 
be balanced against the negative – both physiological and technical – effects 
of that temperature. On the other end of the temperature spectrum, ESHP at 
normothermia places the organ is a semi-physiological environment. It requires 
a blood-based perfusate with near-physiological supply of substances (i.e. oxygen 
and metabolic substrate).45 Moreover, normothermic ESHP initiates an adverse 
immunological response.33 In the end, the choice of temperature is highly 
dependent on the goal of perfusion, but the advantages and disadvantages of 
each perfusion temperature need to be carefully balanced. It may be postulated 
that there is not a “one size fits all” machine perfusion strategy. For example, a 
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DCD model displayed significant higher myocardial demands and showed a 
higher degree of injury compared to beating-heart donation.46 And within “DCD 
models”, depending on the technique that induces circulatory arrest, the degree 
of injury and the ability to recover diverge, since asphyxia induces more injury 
and impaired recovery compared to exsanguination.47 In turn, the DCD heart may 
diverge in its need from the DBD heart. These differences, among other aspect 
described in Chapter 5, should be considered in order to determine the most 
suitable temperature. 

Although no conclusion was drawn on superiority of either of the perfusion 
temperatures, experimentally the general superiority of ESHP over static cold 
storage was suggested in Chapter 5. In the clinical setting, however, recipients that 
received a conventional DBD donor heart that were preserved with ESHP did not 
perform better than conventional DBD heart preserved with static cold storage.24 
The supply of oxygen and thus the prevention of ischemia did not improve clinical 
outcome in standard hearts. White and Freed depicted that preservation of these 
DBD donor heart might be more complex than simple reduction of ischemia alone.23 
In addition, the endpoints in the experimental setting differ from those in the clinical 
setting, which maintains the substantial gap between experimental and clinical 
studies. It underlines the value of future studies that focus on investigating sensitive 
predictive markers for post-operative outcome in uniformly designed studies. 

Legal and ethical aspects of conducting research on discarded donor 
hearts
Especially in the design of the study with discard human donor hearts (Chapter 7 
and Chapter 8) some ethical, legal and emotional challenges were faced. Explicit 
informed consent should be obtained from the next of kin, in addition to the 
consent for organ donation. In the DCD-III and DBD donation settings, the next of 
kin has to be asked for consent at time of grieving. Form an emotional perspective, 
there will not always be room to discuss the additional question for research. 
Secondly, when family members are not aware of the donor’s wishes in relation 
to organ donation for research purposes, they may withhold consent.48,49 Overall, 
donors’ families may be even less motivated to make organs available for research 
than for transplantation purposes, even if it is ensured that transplantation takes 
precedence over research. In the DCD-V donation setting, these aspects are 
encountered to a lesser extent. As stated in Chapter 8, through the eagerness 
to donate of the euthanasia patients,50 and the fact that the informed consent 
is obtained from themselves already in advance, this pressure is relieved from 
the next of kin. These patients have time to discuss and consider the proposed 
research use of their organs that are not eligible for transplantation to human 
recipients, and can decide autonomously whether or not to consent to research. 
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Fact is that euthanasia on itself is not a broadly accepted procedure worldwide, let 
alone organ donation following euthanasia. 

The impact of new donor pools
The studies that described the implementation of DCD lung transplantation 
(Chapter 2), EVLP (Chapter 3) and DCD heart donation (Chapter 4) all reported 
the (potential) effect on transplantation activity. Chapter 2 showed that one third 
of all transplantation had been carried out with DCD donor lungs. More recent 
numbers show that the proportion of DCD lung transplantations of the total 
donor pool has increased to 33-44% over the last 5 years in the Netherlands.51 As 
some DBD donors will go through a DCD procedure, not the full 33-40% should 
be credited to be a factual addition to the transplant activity as DBD donation is 
exchanged for DCD donation in those cases. Nevertheless, DCD lung donation 
significantly contributed to an increase in performed lung transplantations. 
Thanks to the implementation of EVLP, the net increase in lung transplant activity 
was 6% in a single center (Chapter 3) and can be fully attributed to EVLP as these 
lungs were otherwise discarded. With increasing experiences and broadening of 
indications for EVLP, the potential of EVLP will continue to grow. 

The addition of DCD hearts might increase heart transplantation activity in the 
Netherland by 26-40% as shown in Chapter 4. Considering the total number of 
approximately 40 heart transplantations performed in The Netherlands each year, 
this would lead to a substantial increase. Given the high waiting list mortality of 
15% in The Netherlands, it is expected that waiting list mortality will decrease with 
the implementation of DCD heart transplantation. In addition, the contribution of 
the DCD-V population may be significant to the total number of potential suitable 
donor hearts. As mentioned in Chapter 8, approximately 5 to 10% of all patients 
requesting euthanasia might be eligible to donate their organs.52,53 The Dutch 
law legalized euthanasia in 2002. Since then, nearly 80.000 patients underwent 
euthanasia up until 2018.54 Potentially, the percentage of DCD-V donor hearts that 
would be suitable, could reach up to 31-57%. As for the general DCD population, 
some reservations should be made in terms of the need for adequate cardiac 
screening and the harmful effect of (functional) warm ischemia. In Chapter 8, it was 
shown that the two DCD-V donors the donation warm ischemic time (DWIT) was 
limited to less than 30 minutes. Experimentally, it was shown that significant injury 
without recovery was seen after 40 minutes.55 The 30-minute limit is clinically used 
as a cut off for accepting a DCD donor heart.56,57 In that aspect, the importance 
of the difference between DWIT and functional warm ischemic time (FWIT) was 
emphasized.58 FWIT, defined as a systolic blood pressure less than 50 mmHg, is 
more relevant as it defines the start of hypoperfusion. DWIT does not directly 
give insight in the severity of hypoperfusion or ischemia as the hemodynamics 
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can be stable for some time. In case of euthanasia however, the interval between 
DWIT and FWIT is small. It can therefore be expected that the procurement of 
hearts in these DCD-V donors will be highly efficient, especially given the fact that 
donation in present research setting was already performed within the set limit of 
30 minutes. Therefore, DCD-V heart donation will play a distinct role within DCD 
heart donation and will impact clinical heart transplant activity.

Conclusions and future prospects
Lung transplantation

DCD lung transplantation and EVLP were introduced in the Netherlands in 2005 and 
2012, respectively. We showed that the outcome after DCD lung transplantation 
is similar to that of DBD lung transplantations. A side note should be placed for 
single lung transplantations, where patients transplanted with a DCD lung had 
inferior lung function compared to those transplanted with a DBD lung. Patients 
who received lungs that were resuscitated during EVLP showed a similar outcome 
compared to recipients of conventional lung transplantations. Since these lungs 
were initially rejected for transplantation, it showed great potential for increasing 
the lung transplantation activity. 

EVLP has grown to a standard practice in clinic over the years, with all Dutch 
centers performing EVLP nowadays. Inclusion criteria have been broadened, as 
EVLP now also offers a solution for logistical inconvenient timing of lung donation 
procedures. Further expansions of indication for EVLP are currently studied. 

But apart from the clinical perspective, EVLP is very valuable in the research setting. 
It offers a platform on which substrates and techniques can be evaluated in an 
isolated setting, which extends further than the transplantation setting and can 
even be employed on explanted lung or resected lobes.59 However, where human 
organ resources are scarce for research and animal experiments are critically 
viewed, organs retrieved from the abattoir offer a valuable research model. 
Past experiments have given insight in the technical challenges inherent to the 
abattoir model and through efforts of others the abattoir model now facilitates 
new experiments.

Heart transplantation

DCD heart transplantation has not yet been introduced in the Netherlands 
(at time of writing). It was shown that DCD heart donation has great potential 
for increasing the available donor pool for heart transplantation. The review 
presented an overview of ESHP techniques hearts described in literature. One of 
the conclusions was that the goal of ESHP should dictate the temperature. Given 
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the high number of variabilities between studies no superiority on either of the 
temperatures could be demonstrated. We showed that, in cardioplegia-flushed 
porcine hearts, ESHP at 21°C yielded superior functional outcome compared static 
cold storage. Superiority did however not persist until the end of normothermic 
evaluation. For the study on discarded human donor hearts, a study design with 
improvements for left ventricular assessment was described. Within that study 
protocol, two cases of human heart donation following euthanasia were described 
and suitable quality of these hearts was suggested. 

In the Netherlands, the implementation of DCD heart transplantation will be 
initiated shortly. The road will then be open to heart transplantation with a heart 
donated following euthanasia, which will not only serve the recipient but also 
the wish of the donor. Moreover, the introduction of DCD heart transplantation 
led to the first combined heart-lung transplantation in the United Kingdom,60 
offering additional perspective for those patients in need. In the Netherlands, the 
beginning of DCD heart transplantation will be a clinical nationwide collaboration 
and a prospective data collection tool will be in place, facilitating further research 
on DCD heart transplantation. However, this clinical work will not be performed 
with the ESHP strategy described in the current thesis. 

In parallel to the continuation of the Chapter 7, the acellular machine perfusion 
strategy at lower temperatures than normothermic will be further studied and 
developed, with a focus on the optimization of the composition of the perfusion 
solutions and the optimization of the functional assessment tool. A recently 
established research model in the UMCG with hearts from the arbitrary will be 
used to study each of these aspects. 

Apart from ex situ heart perfusion, in situ perfusion holds great potential for 
increasing the donor pool. As mentioned previously, the in situ whole body perfusion 
and subsequent isolated heart perfusion was already performed by Barnard during 
the first heart transplantation in 1967.61 Most experience has been gained on in 
situ perfusion of the abdomen (Normothermic Regional Perfusion, NRP),62 but 
the incorporation of the thorax has resulted in a combined thoraco-abdominal 
(TA) normothermic regional perfusion (TA-NRP) during donation procedures 
nowadays.63,64 In contrary to EVLP and ESHP, NRP offers a physiological platform to 
assess the function of organs. However, although abdominal NRP has already found 
its way into the clinic, TA-NRP is challenged by ethical concerns of brain reperfusion 
in the Netherlands. TA-NRP has found its way into clinic in Belgium and the United 
Kingdom.64,65 In parallel to the development of the porcine model for ex situ heart 
perfusion described in this thesis, initial experience was gained with a porcine 
model on TA-NRP. With considerable further improvements and efforts of others, 
that model has been up and running and will deliver new insights in the future.
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